IN PARTNERSHIP WITH KEYDATA SYSTEMS
Preparing educators and students for a focused start to the next school year!

SCHEDULE A CALL WITH SALES REP. JOY RAPPA

edifyAssess gives districts a robust platform to create and deliver formative and summative assessments while reporting outcomes in a meaningful way.

FLEXIBLE SCORING METHODS
STANDARDS ALIGNED
EFFECTIVE AND USER FRIENDLY
CENTRALIZED ONLINE SOLUTION

edify AND KDS INSPECT+ FEATURES

- 500+ Pre-built Assessments Ready to Use Immediately
- Interim Formative Assessment
- Checkpoint Classroom Assessment
- Middle School Math Acceleration Placement Test
- SBAC Interim Block Mirror Assessments
- Comprehensive End-Of-Year Assessments
- Securely deliver and monitor in a classroom or assign remotely
- Assign to a full classroom of students or a selected group of students
- Teachers have immediate feedback as soon as students have completed the assessment
- Reports that display how students did on each assessment as well as his/her progress over time
- Mastery of standards visually displayed for easy grouping of students and planning for next learning steps
- Spanish-tansadapted and Translated Assessments
- Selected response, constructed response and technology-enhanced items that reflect the rigor and format of high-stakes test while promoting deeper thinking and learning

CHECK OUT THE RESULTS OF OUR PILOT PROGRAM IN BLACKFOOT, IDAHO
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